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The 'broken families' of the Catalan 'Procés'
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In Gisela and Dani's house there are two televisions, in two separate rooms, because listening to thelistening to the

same news or debate together would undoubtedly end with their marriagesame news or debate together would undoubtedly end with their marriage . As happened a few months

ago to a couple of colleagues, antique dealers like them, in the district of Els Encantes. Radio Catalunya

sounds in the car journey that brings them from their home in the outskirts to the center of Barcelona,   

they wake up with the news of the long night that confronted state security forces and pro-independence

protesters at the gates of the Ministry of Economy Or headquarters of Oriol Junqueras. The tone of theirThe tone of their

voices is risingvoices is rising and at the height of kilometer 12, exit 4 of the round, they decide that prou! (enough),

turn off the radio and remain silent.

The scene repeats itself every time that Gisela Revelles and Daniel Riera rub against the wire of thornsrub against the wire of thorns

that separates them politicallythat separates them politically . Gisela, who before knowing Dani practiced journalism, is passionate

about politics; Dani is of his Catalan identity feeling: "I vote what seems to me more appropriate in eachvote what seems to me more appropriate in each

momentmoment (the last, to Junts pel Yes), I do not have political slavery, but I am clearly independentista». A

sense of identity engraved with fire during their childhood vacations with the grandparents in Tona,

Plana de Vic. And afterwards? "Then comes the PP, which is a factory for separatists, and now wenow we

Catalans want to be independentCatalans want to be independent ."

Gisela confesses that it costs her, it costs her horrors the "convention" that Ortega y Gasset coined to

refer to the irresolvable of the Catalanist feeling with which the Spaniards would learn to live together.Catalanist feeling with which the Spaniards would learn to live together.

[https://www.elmundo.es/cataluna/2017/09/23/59c61654e2704e5f3f8b45d5.html] " It is impossible toIt is impossible to

dialogue with reason in front of someone who does it from the heart and the feelingdialogue with reason in front of someone who does it from the heart and the feeling ; It is an absurd

misunderstanding that generates powerlessness for me, because I think about how intelligent myI think about how intelligent my

husband is and I do not understand how he gets carried away by something so irrationalhusband is and I do not understand how he gets carried away by something so irrational. Let's see, here

the dome of power is practical, and I mean those of 3%, accounts in Andorra and others, and it is very

easy to manipulate the people through sentimentality ». To which his partner, 10 years of close

coexistence, in affection and in work, responds: "What you say is not an opinion, because you have no

proofs; If you could prove it, I would discuss it, but one thing is to believe and another thing is distant,

reality. "

Gisela and Dani await their second child. In front of the 1-O they are in the antipodes. They have two separate rooms to watch TV./ ALBERTO DI
LOLLI

Parents against children, husbands against women, brothers against sisters ... It is the other tragedy of
the 'procés'. The one that is lived in Catalonia adds doors to the inside.
•

Felipe VI is "quiet" one week after the illegal referendum in CataloniaFelipe VI is "quiet" one week after the illegal referendum in Catalonia
[https://www.elmundo.es/espana/2017/09/22/59c519db46163fb5718b45d7.html]
•••

The Office of the Prosecutor of the National Court denounces sedition the riots in BarcelonaThe Office of the Prosecutor of the National Court denounces sedition the riots in Barcelona
[https://www.elmundo.es/espana/2017/09/22/59c4f7beca47411f1d8b45ff.html]
•••

Sometimes you do not have to search or rethink the report but it appears
before your eyes because it is the flattest reality: the cainite nick that the
'procés' independence movement and its referendum are splitting in
many homes in Catalonia. We got in touch with about 20 families in
which we knew that the issue is facing, breaking their deep bonds of
affection and very intimate stories. Only five of them lent themselves
their story, only two were allowed to be photographed, with courage,
because when one breaks the spiral of silence and the group sense in
Catalonia, it knows what is exposed: that they print your name on a
target in the house door
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Who puts the final point when the thing catches fire between them? «Gisela puts it, because I am more

vehement, and I rush into long monologues. Then I stop ». So do the feelings of family and love between

the two prevail? «Then the feeling of independence of my family prevails, I become a turtle and I look

only inside my shell, my little world», answers Dani. «I understand that they are living an emotionallyan emotionally

very intense moment, because they believe that something is bornvery intense moment, because they believe that something is born , that their country wakes up, but I am

rational and I think that this is all absurd and that what should thrill my husband is the birth of our son »

Gisela is 14 weeks pregnant, after having adopted a fantastic Ethiopian child 14 years ago, for whom Dani

is his father since he was three years old.

"No, there is no seny (sense) anywhere", she. And he: "Yes there is, of course there is!" Gisela is a centristGisela is a centrist

woman, who has always defended that the Catalans must decide their belongingwoman, who has always defended that the Catalans must decide their belonging , because there is a

problem that does not come from the truncated reform of the Estatut , but from much further back, the

"conllevancia" that Ortega said. He even became obsessed with Pablo Iglesias the first time he heard himHe even became obsessed with Pablo Iglesias the first time he heard him

speakspeak at gatherings. Then he disappointed in their assemblies. "As a couple, we are clear that we must

calm down, that from here to October 1 they are living their moment, and me while I vent on Twitter. I

am so passionate about politics that I am no longer disturbed by these disturbances, my husband alters

me ». That bursts with force, in ain crescendo of tone and vehemence:

-The PP takes advantage of this situation to win votes among the Spanish. The PP, that criminal band!

- Relax, I'm talking!

"To avoid falling into his speech, you shut up," continues his wife. « Nationalisms have brought the worstNationalisms have brought the worst

to Europeto Europe (Gisela was born and raised in Puerto Rico, studied in Madrid, has an Ethiopian son, worked in

the Balearic IslandsBalearic Islands [https://www.elmundo.es/baleares/2017/09/21/59c35f6122601d60058b466c.html]

and now does it in Catalonia). The policy can not be managed emotionally. The policy can not be managed emotionally. They are emotionally

prepared to ignore the 3% and all the corruption of their ruling class, but if they have not been able to

fight against institutionalized corruption and theft being an autonomy, how are they going to achieve it

as a country? "

- You treat us as if we were children!

-For me you are.

-This is very offensive: we are a nation with a very long History. Are you saying that we are not prepared

to self-govern? Do not you understand that what you say is outrageous?

-I say that Catalonia is a minor. I see you manifest, to the independentistas, because do not forget that

you are not all of Catalonia, and it seems that you were playing in an esplai (children's club organized by

civic movements).

- What you want are dead, violence? Well that's not our culture, we're peaceful, but you despise us even

for that.

-I do not like what I see.

- At this point, you are reflecting what they, the conscience of Spain, think about us.

And so ad infinitum , if it were not because we have enough, and because enough is enough. It remainsIt remains

as a small sample of hat is the coe istence in the Catalan families confronted b independenceas a small sample of hat is the coe istence in the Catalan families confronted b independence es or

"To avoid falling into his speech, you shut up," Gisela laments. "To avoid falling into his speech, you shut up," Gisela laments. SheShe
and her husband Dani have to watch the news separately.and her husband Dani have to watch the news separately.
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as a small sample of what is the coexistence in the Catalan families confronted by independenceas a small sample of what is the coexistence in the Catalan families confronted by independence yes or

no, with all its variants, which are many, but which always end in confrontation. The rauxa against the

seny , rapture rapture versusversus moderation moderation .

Sunday's meal

We could title it Sunday lunch. What happens in the family meals of Sunday and holidays to keep? "I

always say: the first person to talk about politics, he has to pay," replies Ángel Segovia, referring above

all to the meetings of friends, because as a family ... "As a family we avoid it, and if not, the problem is

assured ; My feeling is one of amazement and deep pity when I am among my sisters, who always fight to

convince my mother, who is here one day and another, there. "

He is the second of four, the only male, head of a cleaning products company, in continuous and

underground struggle against his two younger sisters, radically indepente (a term supposedly chic and

cool that has been awarded the most pro of the estelada , such that a fashion trend) and, what is worse,

against his nephews and his own wife.against his nephews and his own wife.

This afternoon he arrived unusually early and his daughter received him with the song his daughter received him with the song In-inde-In-inde-

independènciaindependència . "He is seven years old and not the remotest idea of   what he is saying, but it is what the

children sing in school (Premià de Dalt)". Then he explains: my girl, do not sing that, it's not prettymy girl, do not sing that, it's not pretty ; and

the girl: "Mommy lets me ..."

«I have been a Catalan lifelong, when I was the head of a shopping center I organized the first week of

Catalan products, with sardanas and castellers and everything else, but one day, in the Diada two years

ago, I felt excluded by the radical independentistas, and that day I cried ». And as in an act of goodwill, as

one who points to an NGO, Angel read the ideology of Citizens and went to join, and today coordinatestoday coordinates

the municipal group of the anti-independence party of his peoplethe municipal group of the anti-independence party of his people : "I am deeply democratic, Catalan and

Spanish »

His father was a Galician, an economist, and his mother was from Santander, and they were born here in

El Maresme. The father had always voted for the national right in the generals and the Catalan right in

the autonomy, that is, the extinct CiU. He confesses that his father would revolve in the grave if he knewhis father would revolve in the grave if he knew

about the adventures of the political referent of that time, that is, Jordi Pujolabout the adventures of the political referent of that time, that is, Jordi Pujol . It was the Catalanist

sentiment that so fasted in the charnegos of the 60s what the brothers Segovia Castilla bore. But his

younger sisters (paradoxically born in Salamanca during a father's job) developed the film in the opposite

direction.

"We were Catalanists but from 2006, before the impeachment of the "We were Catalanists but from 2006, before the impeachment of the EstatutEstatut , we became  , we became indepesindepes " " ,

speaks Anna, the youngest of the four, ESO's teacher of mathematics in the Salesians of Badalona. "You

go radicalizing when you see the deafness and zero conciliation raised by the Government of Madrid. I

would like the Catalans, only us, to vote in a referendum agreed upon; and from scratch, with our

independence, choosing the representatives of our State, because we the Kings have not chosen themwe the Kings have not chosen them

[https://www.elmundo.es/espana/2017/09/22/59c519db46163fb5718b45d7.html] . Of course, at the

beginning it would not be easy, but we are not afraid, we would achieve it; our young people would pay

for the retirement of our elders as the State does now, but with our own cash. And the European Union,

we would see, for the moment everything they proclaim there is pure talk. "
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And what happens when the Segovia brothers gather around the family table? "My brother has tried

many times to listen to his reasoning, but I get in one ear and I get in the other. My husband does reject

him, because he is much more radical than me, and there comes a time when we have to say: "Hey, we

leave it!". And we activate the silence pact again. He tells my mother not to vote because it is illegal, but

luckily he spent the summer with my sister and she has convinced him to vote. "

And then there's the family chat: "Uncle Angel I'm going to block the group," says something joking but

more seriously his nephew, who is cupero and this evening will surely be waving the pitched battle

against the police in front of the headquarters of the conselleria or headquarters of the monos de

Junqueras. There are several nephews of Angel and Anna who sympathize with the CUPThere are several nephews of Angel and Anna who sympathize with the CUP , and they did

not like anything that in the last Diada, while they sent photos of the indepence, the guy would upload

pictures of themselves on the beach, in step of you, what well it is in the sea with which it falls. And this

is precisely what most grief and astonishment causes Uncle Angel, surrounded in his own family; this,

that "they learned it in the hustling activity centers, which are true schools of indoctrination: they go up

the hill, they plant the estelada and hang it on Instagram, and thus they feel like heroes of the

fatherland".

And the story closes like a circle with the same observation of Gisela Rivelles: "The first time Lucas heard

me mocking his father to the tune of In-inde-independència , he stared at me and said:" Mom, that's

what made me sing in the colonies (children's camps) "and I'm very scared, because there in the coloniesin the colonies

and other group activities like this one of the and other group activities like this one of the esplaisesplais , says Gisela, is where they germinate the identity, , says Gisela, is where they germinate the identity,

where they indoctrinate and get I need the necessary group feeling.where they indoctrinate and get I need the necessary group feeling.

Parents against children

But they are not Angel vs. Anna, Gisela vs. Dani, but thousands of parents against children, wives inthousands of parents against children, wives in

front of their husbands, mothers silenced by daughtersfront of their husbands, mothers silenced by daughters . As the case of Núria Clapés and her first-born,

Blanca, historian of art and architect, respectively, that since the beginning of the escalation can notcan not

address the word at homeaddress the word at home ; no beyond what is there to eat or dinner at home tonight? Or this one that

Joan Estrada tells me about the theater hall Muntaner, cultural agitator and founder of the

lobbyprogressive Uns dels nostres. Last September he happened to his great mother, Clara, 94 years old.

His sister-in-law, Rosita, in the early morning, calls him inopportune: "Well, Clara, you will vote yes, I

hope." And the mother: "But what do you say, if that is illegal; and above all, Do not you remember how

my husband died, your brother, at three in the morning in a boxed emergency because Mr. cuts werea boxed emergency because Mr. cuts were

more closed two floors of the Hospital del Mar? "more closed two floors of the Hospital del Mar? "

Divided brothers: Ángel Segovia is from Cs and Anna, 'indepe'. / ALBERTO DI LOLLI
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Links of interest

[https://www.elmundo.es/elmundo/2011/04/07/barcelona/1302194090.html] . Aunt Rosita, 88 years old,

hung up the phone without reply. And until now.

Cainite stories. Worse still, that of Arnau, the mosso d'Esquadra , resisting the onslaught of his own

mother and the rest of indepes before the Superior Court of Justice of Catalonia on Thursday afternoon.

And the mother: "No, my son and I think differently, but we respect each other; it is the Spaniards whoit is the Spaniards who

want to see us confronted, but we are peaceful, this is our Catalan culturewant to see us confronted, but we are peaceful, this is our Catalan culture ». As if they had read it in a

long and doctrinaire circulation comic.
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